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ADJUSTING THE AUTO-EJECT CASE HOLDER SPRING DETENTS

1. Remove the set screw in the back of the case holder
2. Remove the old decapping pin
3. Remove all debris in the decapping pin hole in the case holder (blow out 
 with compressed air). This ensures that the new decapping pin can be 
 installed to the full depth.
4. Insert the new decapping pin until the pin bottoms out
5. Reinstall set screw 

1. There are 2x spring plungers that lift the case holder up at an angle 
 when the lever is released. These plungers may need to be adjusted 
 over extended use.
2.	 The	plungers	have	thread-locker	installed,	so	first	remove	the	plungers	
 and reapply medium strength thread-locker
3. Tilt the case holder up, as shown above, and reinstall the plungers with 
 enough tension to hold the case holder at an angle
4. Test the plunger tension by pushing the case holder down and squeezing 
 the lever and releasing (case holder should be lifted by the plungers, as 
 shown above). Readjust plungers as needed until the case holder lifts and 
 holds at an angle as shown above(the angle should allow enough clearance 
 to remove and install a case)

CHANGING THE DECAPPING PIN
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USING THE HAND DEPRIMER

STEP 1 - Insert the case into the case holder
STEP 2 - Flip the case holder down into the depriming position
STEP 3 - Squeeze the lever to deprime the case, and release the lever to 
 allow the case holder to auto eject
STEP 4 - Remove the case
STEP 5 - To dump spent primers remove Primer Catch Tube 
 by twisting and pulling 

STEP 1 STEP 2

STEP 3 STEP 4

SELECTING THE RIGHT SIZE COLLET

Collet Size Case Sizes 

Small .223 Rem 

Medium .308 Win/.30-06 

Magnum Magnum 

3 Piece Case Body Collets Set

1.  Reference the case sizes for each collet in the 
 table of case body collets shown above
2.  Choose a collet that will allow enough adjustment 
 to center the case in the collet holder, which 
 centers the decapping 
	 pin	to	the	flash	hole	and	used	primer
3.  During adjustment the collet adjustment cap will compress the 
 collet and eliminate any side-to-side play of the case while depriming
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ADJUSTING THE COLLET

1.  Insert the correct collet into the case holder
2.  Install the collet adjustment cap
3.  Insert a case
4.  Tighten the collet adjustment cap until the case cannot move sideways 
 but is still easy to insert and remove from the case holder

TIP: Slide collets over case to choose a collet that fits around the case.

TIP: Keep Hand Deprimer oriented down to prevent primers from falling out 
 of the Primer Catch Tube.
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